Elements of a Specification Document

You will usually write a specification document after writing a proposal that was accepted. A spec doc is not the place to argue why you should do a project or it should be funded. It is not a persuasive document; rather, it is an informative doc that others (and you) will use to track the progress of your <whatever is under development>. It is also very useful should something tragic happen to you or your team, so others can resume the project.

Use some or all of the following elements when writing a spec doc. Typically, these are more data-oriented than narrative, but either focus might be appropriate depending on your audience. 

Specs (the jargon term for specifications) contain several of the following elements (these might be the names of sections):
	Title Page (only if very formal spec doc).

Executive Summary (super-brief, like an abstract).
Spec Doc Revision tracking (use version numbers, dates, etc.).
Table of Contents.
Project Overview (not product, but project – everything an outsider needs to understand what you’re doing and why) or Summary. Usually the first section in your spec, it answers the question: "What is this product, feature, or service?" It provides readers with an immediate, solid understanding of the product/feature essentials.
Target Audience.
Justification. Answers the questions: "Why develop this product, feature, or service? And why this way?" It explains the business or technical reasons behind the product/feature.
Goals. Answers the question: "What are we trying to achieve with this product/feature?" It explains the product aims in terms of market position, strategic position, and/or technical performance.
Non-Goals.
Requirements. Answers the question: "What features must the product or feature have before it is released?"
Customer Scenarios. Answers the question: "When would someone use this product, feature, or service?" It may stand alone, be a part of the justification or summary/overview. Be sure these are real-world and tested.
Relationship to Other Documentation (if spec for document).
Relationship to Other Products/Services/etc. (if spec for product/service/etc.).
Team Contacts (assumes your team is already in place).
Technical, Writing and Editing, and Management Reviewers.
Details. Typically the longest spec section, it answers the question: "What exactly does this product or feature do?" It describes the operation of the product, feature, or service from the user interaction view.
Schedule Summary. Answers the question: "What are the major milestones and when must they be achieved?" It describes milestones, deliverables, owners, and dates.
Dependencies. Answers the question: "On what other products, features, or services does this one depend?" It alerts readers about other projects, plans, and schedules that impact the goals and schedule of this one.
Open Issues. Unresolved decisions about the product or feature.
Resources for Information (this might be your sources or where others can learn what you know).
Document Outline (if spec for document). Necessary for any document spec doc.
Product/Service/etc. Design Overview (if spec for product/service/etc.). Necessary for any product/service/etc. spec doc.
Who is Responsible for Final Project Sign-off.
Who was Responsible for initial Go-Ahead.

Update a spec doc as the <whatever is under development> changes, or if elements in the spec doc have diverted from your plan. You might think you don’t have the time, but when an emergency hits, you’ll be glad you updated!

